
Complements
Locks and microswitches

Anti-panic lock for flying doors
The anti-panic lock for flying doors are usually used in automatic 
warehouses. It fulfills the need to lock the door and at the same time

allows the operator to exit in case of closure.

Available with:

Differents keys, Art. No .: KP050

Same key, Art. Nr .: 101020201

LOCK WITH SAFETY SYSTEM
The lock with security system is mechanically operated device that 
allows you to increase the safety of your system,  (better if combined 
with a microswitch). It prevents the restart of the system against the 
will of who it is inside the protected area thanks to a coded key sys-
tem which is not duplicable. It can be easily implemented on both 
new and old systems and does not require electrical interventions.

MULTI LOCK CLOSING
The multi-lock device is installed on flying doors and works as a part

of an integrated system that controls access to dangerous areas.

The device, whose fixings, meet the current standards, is equipped 
with internal anti-imprisonment lever that prevents voluntary clo-
sure from the inside and facilitate the emergency exit.

It is designed for use from one to three padlocks preventing the

operators operating on the machinery, to remain accidently

imprisoned.

Lock for doors or sliding doors
The lock allows to close the flying door or the sliding door

with key to avoid the access by unauthorized people

and to prevent staff to remain closed inside the protected area.

It is designed for use from one to three padlocks to prevent the

operators intervening in the machinery remain accidently

imprisoned.

Cod. 101020021 Door lock with door (opening with right hand)

Code 101020022 Door lock with door (opening with the left hand)

Cod.101020150 Lock for sliding door (opening with the right hand)

Cod.101020151 Sliding door lock (opening with the left hand)
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